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leap definition meaning merriam webster May 21 2024

1 to spring free from or as if from the ground jump leap over a fence a fish leaps out of the water 2 a
to pass abruptly from one state or topic to another the difficult leap from college to the workplace b to
act precipitately leaped at the chance transitive verb to pass over by leaping leaped the wall leaper ˈlē
pər

leap english meaning cambridge dictionary Apr 20 2024

to achieve something suddenly usually fame power or importance he leapt to fame after his appearance in a
broadway play to increase improve or grow very quickly shares in the company leaped 250 percent smart
vocabulary related words and phrases phrasal verbs leap at something leap out at someone noun c uk liːp
us liːp

leap definition in the cambridge english dictionary Mar 19 2024

to achieve something suddenly usually fame power or importance he leapt to fame after his appearance in a
broadway play to increase improve or grow very quickly shares in the company leaped 250 percent smart
vocabulary related words and phrases phrasal verbs leap at something leap out at someone noun c us liːp
uk liːp

leap definition meaning dictionary com Feb 18 2024

to leap means to spring or jump from one point to another as in sophie leaped over the hole to avoid
falling in a leap is such a jump to leap also means to move or act suddenly as in santiago leapt out of
the way of the dogs running toward him

leap definition and meaning collins english dictionary Jan 17 2024

if you leap to a particular place or position you make a large and important change increase or advance



leap definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Dec 16 2023

noun a light self propelled movement upwards or forwards synonyms bounce bound leaping saltation spring
see more noun the distance leaped or to be leaped a leap of 10 feet see more noun an abrupt transition a
successful leap from college to the major leagues synonyms jump saltation

leap definition of leap by the free dictionary Nov 15 2023

leap lēp v leaped or leapt lĕpt lēpt leap ing leaps v intr 1 a to propel oneself quickly upward or a long
way spring or jump the goat leaped over the wall the salmon leapt across the barrier b to move quickly or
suddenly leaped out of his chair to answer the door 2 a

leap noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Oct 14 2023

leap adv prep a sudden change from one thing to another very fast progress with something few people
successfully make the leap from television to the movies a great leap into the unknown they ve made a
great leap forward with their building in the last few years see also quantum leap

leap definition meaning yourdictionary Sep 13 2023

leap definition to propel oneself quickly upward or a long way spring or jump

leap definition in american english collins english dictionary Aug 12
2023

if you leap to a particular place or position you make a large and important change increase or advance
the president s approval rating leaped to an astounding 88 percent synonyms increase advance soar surge
more synonyms of leap

leap verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage Jul 11 2023

intransitive adv prep to move or do something suddenly and quickly she leapt out of bed he leaped across
the room to answer the door i leapt to my feet stood up quickly they leapt into action immediately



figurative she was quick to leap to my defence speak in support of me

leap noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Jun 10 2023

an action or a risk that you take without knowing anything about the activity or what the result will be
i didn t know what the new job would be like i just took a leap in the dark see leap in the oxford
advanced learner s dictionary check pronunciation leap

leap wiktionary the free dictionary May 09 2023

the choice between leapt and leaped is often generally a matter of regional differences leapt is
preferred in british english whereas leaped is somewhat more common in american english although this is
not to say that leapt is not used in american english especially in areas with historical ties to england

leap definition meaning britannica dictionary Apr 08 2023

1 a no object to jump from a surface the cat suddenly leaped into the air fish were leaping out of the
water he leaped off the bridge more examples b object to jump over something the horse leaped the stone
wall 2 no object to move quickly she leapt up she stood up quickly and ran out the door

the escape or a leap for freedom wikipedia Mar 07 2023

the escape or a leap for freedom is a play written by african american abolitionist william wells brown
while the play was published in 1858 it was not officially produced until 1971 at emerson college it was
one of the earliest extant pieces of african american dramatic literature

leap wordreference com dictionary of english Feb 06 2023

to spring through the air from one point or position to another jump over no object to leap over a ditch
object to leap a fence to cause to jump this way object the rider leaped her horse over the obstacles to
move or act quickly or suddenly no object to leap aside



differences lept vs leapt vs leaped english Jan 05 2023

the past tense of leap is today rightly spelt leapt when pronounced with the dress vowel rather than with
the fleece vowel so lɛpt rhyming with kept in contrast lept is an obsolete spelling of leapt seldom seen
since the 1500s back before the standardization of english spelling

embrace the leap strategies for a successful career Dec 04 2022

career transitions are pivotal in our professional journeys allowing us to realign our work with our
evolving goals and passions whether seeking greater fulfillment a new challenge or a better work life
balance changing careers can lead to significant personal and professional growth common reasons for
making such a leap include

英語 leap の意味 使い方 読み方 weblio英和辞書 Nov 03 2022

1 a �� �� � �� ��� ���� �� ��������������� jump ������� leap up down aside ����� ��� �� b � �� �� ���� my
heart leapt at the sound of her voice ��������������� 2 a

leap 意味 cambridge 英語辞書での定義 Oct 02 2022

to provide help protection etc very quickly he leaped to his friend s defence scott leapt to the rescue
when he spotted the youngster in difficulty mr davies leaped in to explain to achieve something suddenly
usually fame power or importance he leapt to fame after his appearance in a broadway play
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